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Elsevier Science Publishing Co Inc, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 228 x
152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Practical Optics bridges the gap between what
students learn in optical engineering curricula and the problems they realistically will face as optical
engineering practitioners, in a variety of high-tech industries. A broad range of topics from modern
optical engineering are addressed, ranging from geometrical optics and basic layout of electro-
optical instruments, to the theory of imaging, radiation sources and radiation sensors,
spectroscopy, and color vision and description of optical methods for measurements of numerous
physical parameters (temperature, flow velocity, distances, roughness of surfaces, etc.). Condensed
background information related to most topics of modern Electro-Optics and Optical Engineering.
Coverage of each topic includes examples and problems, most of which are original and derived
from realistic, high-tech projects. Detailed solutions are provided for every problem, both
theoretical and numerical; many readers will probably start with the problems/solutions and then
read the background if necessary. Coverage includes some topics rarely covered in Optics
textbooks, such as non-contact measurements of temperature, velocity, or color.
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The ideal publication i possibly go through. It is amongst the most awesome publication we have study. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of studying a
published publication.
-- Sha nie Ca r twr ig ht-- Sha nie Ca r twr ig ht

It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M
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